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                                      ONE HEAD AT A TIME” 

 

 

 



                                                             

 

 

                     The FUTURE of STYLING & DRYING HAIR 

We know the professional industry has under valued the Styling 

brush for years.  

A staple for millions of women for daily use. 

           Hot Heads Speed brushes will change styling forever. 

5 DYNAMICS used in this brush will fulfill your styling 

potential. 

1. FASTER DRYING Our patented shape CONTROLS AIR 

FLOW combined with our THERMAL CONDUCTIVE 

TECHNOLOGY reducing drying time up to 50 to 60 %. 

Heats up faster, cools down faster giving you a strong longer 

lasting style. 



2. GENTLE on the hair our 3D BRISTLE PATTERN offers Control 

of tension and helps prevent damage on all hair types. 

3. EASY TO USE: our balanced brush shape creates an 

ergonomic approach to the design of a hair brush. 

4. PROFESSIONAL RESULTS: our 3D Bristle pattern creates 

fabulous textures and unrivalled shine. 

5. PREVENTS TANGLING: Our CAPTIVE ENDS also prevent 

tangling a common problem when using round brushes. 

 

         Creating a new experience in blow drying. 

 

                        

                       



                                         THE SPEED BRUSH 

- Inspired by nature 

- Nature has allowed birds to soar take flight maneuver through the air by CONTROLING AIR 

FLOW over their wings. 

- Hot Heads have patented a technology mimics the natural air flow used BIRDS in flight. 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Thermal Conductive Technology 

- TCT  is 60% more efficient than ceramic tourmaline our patented 

technology does more then even surface temperature . 

- More important then heat it cools faster  

 



   

 

                                                                                    5 DYNAMICS of the ENFORCER 

                                                            Aka   Mr SMOOTHY 

                                           

1. Straightens the unruliest hair featuring a V SHAPED DOUBLE 

PINNED NYLON for EXTREME TENSION 

2. Penetrates the THICKEST HAIR without scalp irritation due to soft melted 

nylon tips 

3. ELIMINATES FRIZZ using the V shape nylon 

4. Black & white boar controls tension with added shine 

5. Create the PERFECT FLAT IRON FINISH with a brush 

SIMPLY, DROP & DRAG the brush from the roots to the ends for that 

HEALTHY FLAT IRON FINISH. 

DRY IT STRAIGHT NOT FRY IT STRAIGHT 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

HOTHEADS GROOMING BRUSH 

*Disclaimer – I was sent this products for free in exchange for an honest review. This 
has no way shaped my opinion on this product.  

HotHeads Grooming Paddle Brush 

 

I’m always in search for awesome new hair brushes. Each brush has something special 
about them that makes the brush perfect for a certain job. I was looking for a new 
paddle brush when Hotheads brush company contacted me and asked me if I would try 
out a few different hair brushes they have. I really like their paddle brush. 

What’s so great about this grooming brush is I can use it on wet hair to comb it out, and 
I also use it to style hair. When combing through wet hair it helps get through tangles 
without pulling hair or without causing breakage. I also love to use it when I’m blow 
drying hair to help smooth the hairline and get lift at the roots. I found that the grooming 
brush works awesome on fine hair to create volume and shine. 

For a good nightly hair routine you can use this brush to brush through your hair a few 
times to help distribute your scalp’s natural oils throughout your hair and also help 
stimulate circulation at your scalp which can help promote hair growth. Your naturals 
oils from your scalp are nourishing and healthy for your hair. 

If you’re in need of a good paddle brush to comb through wet hair or just a good sturdy 
brush to help smooth and style your hair give the Hotheads Grooming Brush a try. I’m 
sure your like it as much as I do. My clients already do. 

 



                                               

                                                       THE MINI-G DRY SHAMPOO BRUSH  

                                                     

HERE’S WHY:  The MINI-G has a double pinned nylon bristle that helps lift the 

hair to expose the oily roots allowing you to thoroughly apply your dry shampoo 

evenly. 

The NATURAL BRISTLES help distribute the powder creating a FRESH clean finish 

and help polish the hair from the roots to the ends enhancing the shine factor. 

The petite size of the MINI-G gives it the ability to be used easily in the root area. 

It’s a great travel companion for your DRY SHAMPOO. 

HOW TO USE: 

 Everyone is using DRY SHAMPOO’S these days for both convenience and to 

prevent further damage from over shampooing. 

To properly use a DRY SHAMPOO, shake well to loosen the powder inside the 

container. 

To apply lift the roots up using the MINI-G’s with the  double pinned nylon bristle, 

spray or shake the powder into the root area wait 1 to 2 minutes for the oil to 

absorb into the powder then brush thoroughly. 

The NATURAL BRISTLES help dislodge the oil soaked powder but also adds shine 

and smoothens the hair surface of the hair. Giving the hair a FRESH clean finish. 

A friendly reminder clean your brush if you use your DRY SHAMPOO’S often. 



                                               

 

           

4 Dynamics of MINI-G 

                

1. Shaped for easy handling 

2. Black & white boar for finishing 

3. Double pinned V shaped nylon for back brushing 

4. The perfect dry shampoo brush 
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